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The most comprehensive examination of widespread covert American actions during the Vietnam War."--
Kirkus Reviews Code-named the Studies and Observations Group, SOG was the most secret elite U.S.
military unit to serve in the Vietnam War--so secret its very existence was denied by the government.
Composed entirely of volunteers from such ace fighting units as the Army Green Berets, Air Force Air

Commandos, and Navy SEALs, SOG took on the most dangerous covert assignments, in the deadliest and
most forbidding theaters of operation. Major John L. Plaster, three-tour SOG veteran, shares the gripping
exploits of these true American warriors. Here is a minute-by-minute, heartbeat-by-heartbeat account of
SOG's stunning operations behind enemy lines--penetrating heavily defended North Vietnamese military

facilities, holding off mass enemy attacks, launching daring missions to rescue downed U.S. pilots.

SOG The Secret Wars of Americas Commandos in Vietnam 177 copies Ultimate Sniper An Advanced
Training Manual For Military And Police 90 copies Secret Commandos Behind Enemy Lines with the Elite
Warriors of SOG 68 copies . Plaster is a national authority on sniping firearms and special operations as well
as the author of Secret Commandos Behind Enemy Lines With the Elite Warriors of SOG and SOG The Secret
Wars of Americas Commandos in Vietnam. Plaster is a national authority on sniping firearms and special

operations as well as the author of Secret Commandos Behind Enemy Lines With the Elite Warriors of SOG
and160SOG160The Secret Wars of Americas Commandos in Vietnam.He160served three tours in the

topsecret unconventional warfare group Studies and Observations Group in Vietnam. military unit to serve in
the war in Vietnam so secret it was black.
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by Plaster John L. Show all authors. Codenamed the Studies and Observations Group SOG was the most
secret elite US military unit to serve in the Vietnam Warso secret its very existence was denied by the
government. The most comprehensive examination of widespread covert American actions during the

Vietnam War. Plaster in PDF EPUB. Our longrange reconnaissance missions and operational methods were
very akin to what SOG was then doing although our patrols were conducted in areas that were within the

geographic borders of South Vietnam. Format Paperback.
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